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An analysis of the spectral turbulent kinetic energy budget in a fully developed turbulent plane channel
flow is performed. Direct numerical simulation data are evaluated at friction Reynolds numbers Reτ of
180 and 1000. The analysis is focused on the influence of the Reynolds number on the spectral cascade
of energy and the corresponding energy cascade in physical space in the presence of inhomogeneity
and anisotropy. The turbulent kinetic energy distribution is compared for both Reynolds numbers,
and the relevant characteristics of the energy transfer process in a wall-bounded turbulent flow are
described. Differences in energy cascade are noted between the Reynolds number at both low and high
wavenumbers. The results of the analysis are further assessed with a comparison to an earlier study of
spectral energy transfer at Reτ = 180. Published by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5022653

I. INTRODUCTION

Homogeneous isotropic turbulence (HIT), exemplifying
the simplest of turbulence dynamics, has been exhaustively
studied for well over half a century, e.g., Comte-Bellot and
Corrsin,6 George,11 Kolmogorov,17 Pope,27 Richardson,28
Skrbek and Stalp,31 and Tennekes and Lumley.32 By characterizing the HIT, Richardson28 and Kolmogorov17 showed that,
in this kind of flow, the transport of energy is accomplished
only in the spectral domain, through a continuous spectrum of
energy density. It was established that this continuous spectrum can be divided into three main spectral ranges: large
production scales, inertial energy transfer scales, and small
dissipative scales. While HIT is an important contributor to the
fundamental understanding of turbulence dynamics, there are
two more equally important fundamental features. These are
related to the statistical behavior of the turbulence and include
the anisotropy of the second- (and higher) order moments and
the (spatial) inhomogeneity of the statistical field. For these
purposes, here the focus will be on statistically stationary
fields.
The imposition of mean flow shear onto the turbulence
field alters the dynamics by introducing anisotropy into the
turbulent velocity correlation field. Since the flow domain is
assumed unbounded, statistical homogeneity of the turbulence
is still maintained, but the resulting homogeneous sheared
turbulence (HST) significantly alters the spectral cascade.
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A turbulent energy production mechanism is now introduced
into the energy cascade. Fortunately such flows yield transport equations for the velocity second-moments that are readily amenable to analysis. Additionally, both direct numerical
simulations (DNSs) and large-eddy simulations (LESs) can
reproduce highly accurate time dependent simulations of such
flows.
Even though the effects of anisotropy significantly
increased our understanding of the flow dynamics, many
engineering relevant turbulent flows involve non-slip solid
boundaries such that effects of inhomogeneity are introduced.
The most common flow that has been studied exhibiting
such inhomogeneity is the fully developed turbulent channel flow (TCF). Solid boundaries are placed in the mean flow
(streamwise) direction. Since the mean flow is fully developed
and the turbulence in the streamwise direction has equilibrated, homogeneity is maintained in planes parallel to the
solid boundaries and perpendicular to the direction of mean
shear.
The inhomogeneity and anisotropy are responsible for the
generation of an energy transfer in the physical space, where
the energy sources are dependent on the distances from the
wall. This combination of energy transfer mechanisms within
spatial planes both parallel (inhomogeneous effects) and perpendicular (homogeneous effects) to the direction of shear
suggests the need to isolate the contributions of each to the
overall dynamics of the flow. In the cross-stream direction
of the channel, the flow field is delimited by well-defined
regions having different dynamic mechanisms that dominate
in the turbulent kinetic energy balance. These regions include
the viscous sub-layer, where viscosity dominates, the buffer
layer, where production has its peak, the logarithmic layer,
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where production is in equilibrium with dissipation, and the
outer layer region, where turbulence is energized by the spatial flux of turbulent kinetic energy generated within the buffer
layer.27
In the channel flow, the turbulent kinetic energy is produced through the interaction of the turbulent shear stress and
mean shear with the maximum occurring in a buffer region at
scales above the shear scale. This generated energy then cascades (forward and reverse) through a broad range of scales
associated with both the viscous sub-layer and the outer bulk
region of the flow. Since the energy, generated at the intermediate scales, feeds larger motions farther away from the wall,5
a local energetic equilibrium (energy production balances the
dissipation rate) can exist in a logarithmic region. This Kolmogorov hypothesis17 on the locality of the energy transfer 9
and interacting scales36,37 has been validated by numerical
simulations whenever channel flow simulations have been
performed.
This energetic transfer behavior in wall-bounded turbulent
flows is an important characteristic and gives rise to a reverse
energy cascade from the smaller to the larger scales, the socalled energy backscatter.16,25
Marati et al.18 were the first to utilize simulation data
of the channel flow within the structure function framework
to analyze the energetic fluxes and scale energy budgets.
They analyzed a DNS data set of a low Reynolds number turbulent channel flow and examined the transference of
energy associated with a specific scale of motion through
the spectrum of scales, and, simultaneously, how the same
scale of motion exchanges energy with a properly defined
spatial flux. The second order structure function was considered to develop the kinetic energy density scale-by-scale
analysis.
Dunn and Morrison10 analyzed the evolution equation
for the kinetic energy density by means of the wavelet transform, which offers a relation between a spatial and a spectral
description to investigate the spatial and scale-to-scale flux
of turbulence kinetic energy in the turbulent channel flow at
Reτ = 300.
Cimarelli et al.5 studied the behavior of the energy fluxes
in the spectral and physical spaces in wall-bounded turbulent
flows by means of the balance equation for the second-order
structure function. It has been shown by Cimarelli and De
Angelis4 that an inverse cascade energy flux mechanism acts
when the turbulence is first generated in a near-to-wall region
in an intermediate range of small scales. From these small scale
sources, turbulent energy spreads toward larger structures in
regions farthest from the wall. Then, the largest turbulent structures are converted to the smallest scales of motion and are
dissipated. The authors identified two main dynamical processes as driving mechanisms for the fluxes. One, stronger,
is located in the near-wall region and a second one further
away from the wall. This forward and reverse cascade of the
energy flux has a direct influence on the modeling of the subgrid scale stresses in large-eddy simulations. Cimarelli and
De Angelis4 proposed a mixed subgrid scale model where the
backward energy transfer effects in the near–wall region are
captured for very large filter lengths. Surprisingly, Gualtieri
et al.12 performed an LES of homogeneous sheared turbulence
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(HST) using an approximate deconvolution method (rather
than a functional model). They found that when the energy producing scales are well resolved and the lower order statistics
well captured, higher order statistics did not exhibit significant
deterioration in accuracy. Nevertheless, even in this case, an
enhanced knowledge of the detailed energetic spectral transfer could lead to further insights into reasons behind such
surprising behavior.
In a recent important study, Mollicone et al.21 have
contributed a study of energy cascades in physical space
using a generalised Kolmogorov equation. They extended
the comprehension of the production and transfer of turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) in the combined position/scale
spaces for a more complex geometry, a separation bubble generated by a bulge at a turbulent plane channel flow.
The generalised Kolmogorov equation was proven to be
appropriate for the understanding of the kind of complex
flow.
A characterizing feature of these previous studies (Marati,
Cimarelli, and Mollicone) is the utilization of the structure
function partitioning originally exploited by Ref. 17 and
recently formalized and generalized by Refs. 13 and 14.
These structure functions are closely linked to the two-point
correlation function in physical space. In the more general
inhomogeneous case, an account must be taken of the separation distance between two points as well as the location
in the flow field itself (in the homogeneous case, only separation distance is needed). In the study reported here, the
analysis is restricted to a single-point formulation in physical
space coupled with a spectral representation of the instantaneous turbulent flow field. Within this context, the turbulent flow is assumed partitioned into locally homogeneous
turbulence in planes parallel to the bounding channel walls
with effects of inhomogeneous mean shear dependent on distance from the channel walls. Such an approach attempts to
simplify a generally complex system of energetic dynamics into a within-plane and an out-of-plane energy exchange
system.
Bolotnov et al.2 analyzed a direct numerical simulation
of the turbulent channel flow at Reτ = 178.12 to understand the spectral turbulent kinetic energy distribution and the
terms which determine the energy distribution in physical and
wavenumber spaces by using DNS data from the study by
Trofimova et al.35
So, in short, the description in spectral space alone is
insufficient to capture the real dynamics of TCF, which differs from the HIT by the existence of two forms of energy
transfer, the energy transfer in the wavenumber space and
in the physical space associated with the inhomogeneity and
anisotropy of the flow. Such processes are strongly scale and
position dependent. In this way, a necessary task to completely
describe the real dynamics, in the presence of the spatial fluxes
induced by inhomogeneity, is the study of the spatial and
the spectral behaviors of a turbulent plane channel flow and
the impact of the Reynolds number. The simultaneous spectral/spatial analysis of the influence of the Reynolds number in
the transport equation for the TKE in turbulent flow separation
induced by a protuberance on one of the walls, performed by
Mollicone et al.,20 shows great importance, especially when
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the influence of the energy flux of different scales is assessed
for subgrid-scale closure models.30
In this context, the present paper analyzes the energy flux
in the complete physical space and spectral domain, allowing
the direct correlation between different wall-parallel planes,
and helps to unveil new important details of the energy transfer processes. We aim to enrich this study with further analysis
of the influence of the turbulent Reynolds number, helping to
provide more insight into the physics of turbulent Newtonian
fluid flows. The effect of the Reynolds number on the turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) transfer of Newtonian fluids at
Reτ = 180 and Reτ = 1000 by means of the Fourier transform was never done before and is evaluated in detail in the
present work. Various energy fluxes were analyzed for wall
bounded turbulence due to both spectral and spatial energy
variations.
The organization of the paper is as follows. The detailed
channel flow configuration, the numerical method used,
and its validation case are described in Sec. II. The spectral equations for the turbulent kinetic energy and the
decomposition used can be found in Sec. III. The results
are discussed in Sec. IV. Discussions and conclusion are
found in Sec. V. The validation of the results by comparison with the work of Bolotnov et al.2 is shown in the
Appendix.
II. THE TURBULENT CHANNEL FLOW DATA

Fully developed turbulent flows of Newtonian fluids are
considered. For the channel flow, the usual notations for this
geometry are used; i.e., the channel streamwise direction is
x 1 = x, the wall-normal direction is x 2 = y, and the spanwise
direction is x 3 = z with the velocity field in the respective
directions (u1 , u2 , u3 ) = (u, v, w). The channel half-width is
denoted by h, while the two other directions are considered of
infinite extent.
New direct numerical simulations were conducted to
provide the data used for the spectral analysis. The NavierStokes equations for a divergent-free velocity field were
solved on a hybrid spatial scheme that includes Fourier
spectral accuracy in two directions (x 1 and x 3 ) and sixthorder compact finite differences for first and second-order
wall-normal derivatives (x 2 ). Time marching can be up to
fourth-order accurate. Spatial averaging is taken in the two
homogeneous channel directions (x 1 , x 3 ), and a turbulent
field was used as an initial condition. The full description
of the employed algorithm can be found in the study by
Thais et al.33
In the present paper, the direct numerical simulation of
the fully developed turbulent channel flow is analyzed at
Reτ = 180 and 1000, where Reτ is the friction
Reynolds
p
number, based on the friction velocity, uτ ≡ τw /ρ, and the
channel half-gap, h, and is defined as
uτ h
,
(1)
ν
where ν is the kinematic viscosity, τ 4 is the mean wall shear
stress, and ρ is the fluid density.
The database parameters of the numerical simulations
for the different Reynolds numbers are given in Table I. The
Reτ =
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TABLE I. Overview of DNS databases.
Reτ

L 1 /h × L 3 /h

Nx1 × Nx2 × Nx3

δx1 +

δx2 +max

δx2 +w

δx3 +

180
1000

8π × 3π/2
6π × 3π/2

512 × 129 × 128
1536 × 513 × 768

8.8
12.3

7.1
8.4

0.2
0.5

6.6
6.1

presented parameters are Reynolds number, domain size,
number of grid points, and mesh resolution.
III. MOMENTUM AND TURBULENT ENERGY
EQUATIONS

A fully developed channel flow of a Newtonian fluid is
analyzed. The components of the total velocity are given by
ui = U i + ui , where U i and ui are the mean and fluctuating velocities, respectively. The total pressure field is given
by p = P + p, similar to the velocity decomposition, P and
p are the mean and the fluctuating pressure fields, respectively. The fluctuation continuity and momentum equations are
given by
∂uj
= 0,
(2)
∂xj
∂sij
∂p
∂ui
∂ui
∂ui
∂Ui
+ uj
+ Uj
+ uj
=−
+ 2ν
, (3)
∂t
∂xj
∂xj
∂xj
∂xi
∂xj
with ∂p/∂x being the nonzero streamwise pressure gradient
driving the turbulent flow and sij being the components of the
fluctuating rate-of-strain tensor.
A. Momentum equation in Fourier space

For a fully developed channel flow, a two-dimensional
spatial Fourier transform pair is needed and defined here by

1
ûi (k1 , k2 , x2 , t) =
eι(k1 x1 +k3 x3 ) ui (x1 , x2 , x3 , t)dx1 dx3 ,
(2π)3
(4)

ui (x1 , x2 , x3 , t) = e−ι(k1 x1 +k3 x3 ) ûi (k1 , k2 , x2 , t)dk1 dk3 ,
(5)
where ûi are the velocity components in the Fourier domain
and the wavevector components are k i = 2π/λi , with λi
being the wavelength components. The transformed continuity
equation is
∂ û2
− ιk1 û1 +
− ιk3 û3 = 0,
(6)
∂x2
where ι is the imaginary unit. The transformed momentum
equations are
∂t û1 + νκ 2 û1 − ν

∂U1
∂ 2 û1
= ιk1 p̂ + ιk1 û1 U1 − û2
2
∂x2
∂x2
+ ιk1 û1 ? û1 + ιk3 û3 ? û1
−

∂t û2 + νκ 2 û2 − ν

∂(û2 ? û1 )
,
∂x2

(7)

∂ 2 û2
∂ p̂
=−
+ ιk1 û2 U1 + ιkj ûj ? û2
2
∂x2
∂x2
+ ιk1 û1 ? û2 + ιk3 û3 ? û2
−

∂(û2 ? û2 )
,
∂x2

(8)
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∂ 2 û3
∂t û3 + νκ û3 − ν 2 = ιk3 p̂ + ιk1 û3 U1 + ιkj ûj ? û3
∂x2
2

+ ιk1 û1 ? û3 + ιk3 û3 ? û3
−
κ2

∂(û2 ? û3 )
,
∂x2

(9)

where
=
+
It is worth noticing that the above
equations were developed for a turbulent plane channel flow.
Therefore the periodicity condition required for the Fourier
transform is true only in the x 1 and x 3 directions. In this way,
the derivative terms in the x 2 direction remain in the physical
domain.
k12

x 1 − x 3 plane (∂/∂x 1 and ∂/∂x 3 ) are named in-plane terms
and are represented by the subscript “in.”
The turbulent production is given by
g
1 ∂U1 f ∗
û1 (k)û2 (k) + û1 (k)û2∗ (k) .
(14)
P(k, x2 ) = −
2 ∂x2
The in-plane turbulent energy dissipation rate is
ε in (k, x2 ) = 2νκ 2 E(κ, x2 ).

k32 .

B. Turbulent kinetic energy budget in Fourier space

The spectrum tensor components Φij (k) can be written as
g

1f
δ k − k 0 Φij (k) = ûi (k)ûj∗ (k 0) + ûi∗ (k)ûj (k 0)
2 f
g
= Re ûi (k)ûj∗ (k 0) ,

(10)

with the two wavenumbers vectors k = (k 1 , k 3 ) and k 0 = (k10 , k30 )
and ûi∗ (k 0) is the velocity complex conjugate. The Dirac function is given by δ( ), and Re[ ] represents the real part of a
complex number. The trace of δ(k − k 0)Φij (k) is given by
f
g

δ k − k 0 Φii (k) = ûi (k)ûi∗ (k 0) = Re ûi (k)ûi∗ (k 0) . (11)
The turbulent kinetic energy is obtained by multiplying
the momentum equations [Eqs. (7)–(9)] by its respective complex conjugate, ûi∗ (k 0), adding the result to its complex conjugate, and then averaging. Introduction of δ(k − k 0)Φii (k)
from Eq. (11) results in each term being infinite due to the
delta-function. This can be removed integrating over k 0. The
integrate sum of the momentum equations in the spectral
domain can be decomposed into seven main mechanisms,
yielding
∂E(κ, x2 )
= P − ε in − ε out + Tin + Tout + Dν + Dp , (12)
∂t
where P is the turbulent production by mean shear (shear turbulent production), ε in is the in-plane turbulent energy dissipation
rate, ε out is the inter-plane turbulent energy dissipation rate, Tin
is the in-plane turbulent transport by the velocity fluctuation,
Tout is the inter-plane turbulent transport, Dν is the viscous
diffusion, Dp is the diffusion by pressure fluctuations, and the
energy spectral density is given by

1 2π
Φii (κ, x2 )d κ φ = πΦii (κ, x2 )κ,
(13)
E(κ, x2 ) =
2 0
with polar coordinates used in the integral evaluation (κ, κ φ ).
It follows that in the (k 1 , k 3 ) spectral plane each budget term
in Eq. (12) can be considered as only a function of |k| (= κ)
with κ 2 = k12 + k32 . The seven terms on the right-hand side of
Eq. (12) are functions only of |k| and x 2 .
The nomenclature involved here is based on the work
of Bolotnov et al.,2 where the terms with derivatives in the
wall-normal direction (∂/∂x 2 ) are named inter-plane terms
and are represented by the subscript “out” that means “outof-plane.” The terms with derivatives in the homogeneous

(15)

The inter-plane turbulent energy dissipation rate is given
by
 ∂ û∗ (k)

∂ ûi (k) 
i

ε out (k, x2 ) = ν 
.
(16)
∂x2 
 ∂x2

The in-plane turbulent transfer is
f
g 
ιk1  ∗
∗ |
ûm (k)[û1 ? ûm ]|k − ûm (k) û1∗ ? ûm
Tin (k, x2 ) =
k
2
f
g 
ιk3  ∗
∗ | .
ûm (k)[û3 ? ûm ]|k − ûm (k) û3∗ ? ûm
+
k
2
(17)
The inter-plane turbulent transfer is
Tout (k, x2 )
g 
 ∗

∂ f ∗
∂
1
∗ | .
[û
]|
û
û
(k)
(k)
û
?
û
?
û
=− 
+
m
2
m
k
k
m
m
2
2
∂x2
∂x2


(18)
The viscous diffusion term is given by
∂ 2 E(κ, x2 )
.
∂x22

(19)

g
1 ∂ f ∗
û2 p̂ + û2 p̂∗ .
2 ∂x2

(20)

Dν (k, x2 ) = ν
The pressure diffusion is
Dp (k, x2 ) = −

In this two-dimensional shear flow, there is a planar homogeneity introduced in both the streamwise and spanwise directions. For the spectral function, Φii (k, x 2 ), the integration over
the circumference in spectral space is given by


1
K(x2 ) =
Φii (k, x2 )dk = E(κ, x2 )d κ.
(21)
2 |k |=κ
κ
In part of the Bolotnov et al.2 analysis, the spectrum was
partitioned into wavenumber bands that were organized into
m(=24) bins. In the current study, m = 28 and Eq. (22) can be
written as
 κm
Km (x2 ) = π
Φii (κ, x2 )κd κ ' πΦii (κ m , x2 )κ m ∆κ m , (22)
κm−1

where κ̄ m = 0.5(κ m−1 + κ m ) is an average wavenumber contained within bin-m, ∆κ m = κ m − κ m−1 is the spectral width
of bin-m, and K m is the turbulent kinetic energy contribution
from the spectral band associated with bin-m.
By integrating Eq. (12) over κ, the transport equation for
the TKE in physical space is obtained
DK(x2 )
∂Ui
∂ui ∂ui 1 ∂ui p 1 ∂uj uj ui ∂ 2 K
= −ui uj
−ν
−
−
+ν 2 ,
Dt
∂xj
∂xj ∂xj ρ ∂xi 2 ∂xi
∂xj
(23)
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where the five terms on the right-hand side, depending only on
x 2 , are the usual terms representing, respectively, production
by mean shear, total energy dissipation rate, pressure diffusion,
total turbulent transport, and viscous diffusion.
The spectral results presented in the current paper were
normalized with two different procedures, which are termed
global and local normalization.2 The global normalization is a
common normalization of all terms on the right-hand side of
Eq. (12) and is based on the fluid viscosity and friction velocity
of the flow
!
ν
(24)
θ + (κ, x2 ) = 4 θ(κ, x2 ),
uτ
where θ is a generic variable and can assume any of the source
term functions. The globally normalized source terms are
marked with superscript “+.” The non-dimensional turbulent
kinetic energy density is defined as
E + = E/(uτ ν).

(25)

The local normalization expresses the spectral shape of
the source based on its magnitude. In this normalization, the
variable is integrated over the whole wavenumber range at each
x 2 location and is given by
θ̂ ≡

θ+
,
θ∗

(26)



where
θ (x2 ) =
∗

κ+

θ + (κ + , x2 ) d κ + ,

(27)

where κ + = (ν/uτ )κ is the dimensionless wavenumber scaled
by wall coordinates. The dimensionless distance from the wall
in wall units (y+ ) is given by
x2 uτ
y+ =
.
(28)
ν
Similar to Eq. (22), the source terms can be integrated
over wavenumber bands (bins) and are given by
 κm+
+
θm =
θ + (κ + )d κ + ,
(29)
+
κm−1

where θ is a generic variable and can assume any source term.
IV. RESULTS

In this paper, we have explored DNS of a fully developed turbulent channel flow of the Newtonian fluid at two
different Reynolds numbers Reτ = 180 and 1000. To compute the various source terms of the energy transfer process
[Eq. (12)], several instantaneous three-dimensional velocity
flow fields are required. The terms of Eq. (12) were computed
by using DNS data in the form of snapshots. A total of 105
snapshots during 1050 s of simulation were used for Reτ = 180,
and 460 snapshots during 92 s were used for Reτ = 1000. In
wall units, the sampling time is given by Tuτ /h = 67.5 and 4.7
at Reτ = 180 and 1000, respectively. These values represent,
respectively, ≈50L x /U b and ≈6L x /U b . In the present work, we
have focused on the spatial/spectral analysis at a selection of
homogeneous planes. According to Marati et al.,18 temporally uncorrelated configurations are needed to obtain reliable
statistics. According to Oliver et al.,23 to reduce the correlation, the samples used to compute statistics are sometimes

taken “far” apart in time and then treated as independent, it
can lead to underestimated uncertainty if the snapshots are not
sufficiently separated. Hence, it is necessary that the time snapshots be sufficiently separated and independent, at a fixed
spatial point, this requires that the time separation be such
that the two-point time correlation of the random variables be
small. Since the low Reynolds number cases are dominated
by large structures which have long time constants, it is reasonable that the 180 case has a snapshot separation time much
larger than the 1000 case.
First, in Fig. 1, we present the Kolmogorov time and length
scales depending on the distance from the wall at Reτ = 180 and
1000, both are in wall units. Good match is found between our
results and those of Marati et al.18 at Reτ = 180. In Figs. 1(c)
and 1(d), we present comparisons between the Kolmogorov
length scale and the grid resolution in the x 2 -direction applied
in the present work. It is apparent that the orders of the smallest
length and time scales are respected in the present simulation
and the parameters are sufficient to achieve a well-resolved
DNS. Since it is required that the smallest resolved length
scale is of O(η).19
Comparison of the total turbulent kinetic energy [Eq. (21)]
and the ratio of production to dissipation between the present
paper and results of Moser et al.,22 Del Álamo et al.,8 and
Thais et al.34 are shown in Fig. 2, where statistical quantities
were calculated directly from the spatially averaged quantities
with no reconstruction from the spectral domain.
From Fig. 2(a), at Reτ = 180, the present result is in good
agreement with that of Del Álamo et al.8 At Reτ = 1000, the
maximum occurs at the same y+ location as Reτ = 180, at a
slightly higher value. Figure 2(b) shows the same behavior
for all the Reynolds numbers up to y+ ≈ 80. The lines reach
a peak at y+ ≈ 12 and then decline followed by a bottoming
until the center of the channel. An expected behavior for the
high-Reynolds number channel flows is that the production
and dissipation of turbulent kinetic energy will be approximately balanced in the log region. From the present results,
the ratio of production to dissipation is about one over the
range 50 < y+ < 350. In particular, at Reτ = 1000, the ratio
is closer to one than at Reτ = 180. At Reτ = 180, since it is
a low Reynolds number, the log layer region is narrow and
the region where production balancing dissipation holds is
restricted.
The TKE balance across the channel half-width is shown
in Fig. 3 at Reτ = 180 and 1000. Its calculation was computed
from the summing over all κ + of each spectral term of Eq. (12),
that is,

θ t+ (y+ ) =
θ + (κ + , y+ )d κ + ,
(30)
κ+

where each term of Eq. (12) is integrated across the entire
wavenumber spectrum and becomes function only of y+
[Eq. (23)]. The dynamic balance depending on the distance
from the wall is well-known and presented here for validation. For both Reynolds numbers, Reτ = 180 and 1000, there
is a peak of turbulent production located at y+ ≈ 12 and
the balance between viscous diffusion and turbulent energy
dissipation rate is evident. The pressure transport plays a relatively minor role. Both components of the energy dissipation
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FIG. 1. The Kolmogorov scale vs. distance from the wall y+ at Reτ = 180 and Reτ = 1000. [(a) and (b)] The Kolmogorov time scale normalized by the inner
time scale (ν/u2τ ) at Reτ = 180 and 1000, respectively; [(c) and (d)] the length scale in the wall unit and grid resolution in the x 2 -direction at Reτ = 180 and
1000, respectively. Comparisons are established with Ref. 18 at Reτ = 180.

rate are negative, as expected. The rate of inter-plane dissipation makes a significant contribution to the overall balance
across the whole wall-distance y+ with a maximum value at

the wall. On the other-hand, the in-plane dissipation component reaches a peak at y+ ≈ 15 and tends to zero elsewhere.
For the turbulent transport, for y+ < 9.9 there is a competition

FIG. 2. Comparisons with results of Moser et al.,22 Del Álamo et al.,8 and Thais et al.34 (a) Total turbulent kinetic energy dependence on the normalized
distance from the wall and (b) ratio of production to dissipation of turbulent kinetic energy.
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FIG. 3. Turbulent kinetic energy budget [Eq. (23)] at Reτ = 180 and 1000, respectively.

between both terms, for which the in-plane turbulent transport
is negative and the inter-plane turbulent transport is positive,
whereas for y+ > 9.9, both terms are negative and become
a sink of energy. The residual is referenced in the figure as
“Balance.”
In order to understand the role of each term in terms of
spatial influence, the channel half-width is divided into four
distinct regions (e.g., Ref. 27): I—viscous sub-layer (y+ < 5),
II—buffer layer (5 < y+ < 30), III—log-law region (y+ > 30,
y/h < 0.3), and IV—outer layer (y+ > 50).
Seeking to look into the differences between the in- and
inter-plane energy dissipation rate, Fig. 4 shows both terms
as well as its sum, compared to the results of Moser et al.22
and Thais et al.34 Although there is a difference between
Reτ = 180 and 1000, both results present a similar behavior. The total energy dissipation rate is in good agreement
with the reference results. At Reτ = 1000, one can notice
that the ratio of inter-plane to in-plane dissipation is higher

than at Reτ = 180. Discrepancies between the total dissipation
of the present work and the one obtained by Thais et al.34
at Reτ = 1000 are noticed. This difference can be a consequence of the calculation procedure established to compute
these statistics, for which the data are first decomposed to a
partially Fourier domain (wall parallel directions) and, then,
we reconstruct from the spectral domain the averaged quantities through an integration process over the wavenumber
[Eq. (30)]. Since the κ + range is (numerically) limited, the
integration process does not reach the complete wavenumber
bandwidth necessary to restore the terms again to the physical
domain and information is lost in this procedure. These deviations come from the post-processing procedure and do not
compromise the analysis of the results.
As noticed in Fig. 4, the inter-plane dissipation rate is
dominant and dictates the total dissipation close to the wall
(region I). This behavior comes from the fact that the velocity gradient is maximum at this location, while the in-plane

+ , and inter-plane, ε + , dissipation contributions to the total dissipation, ε + , at Re = 180 and 1000, respectively. Comparisons with
FIG. 4. In-plane, εin,t
τ
out,t
tot,t
results of Moser et al.22 and Thais et al.34
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+ , and inter-plane, T + , non-linear transfer contributions to the total non-linear transfer, T + , at Re = 180 and 1000, respectively.
FIG. 5. In-plane, Tin,t
τ
out,t
tot,t

dissipation is negligible due to the behavior of K + (cf. Fig. 2).
The in-plane dissipation has a peak at y+ ≈ 12 (region II),
where TKE and production are maximum (cf. Figs. 2 and 3).
At the outer-layer, region IV, ε +in,t becomes dominant and this
behavior is maintained up to the mid-channel region. The
inter-plane dissipation is higher at Reτ = 1000, while the
in-plane dissipation presents similar values at both Reynolds
numbers.
It is also relevant to understand the differences between
the in- and inter-plane turbulent transfer rate, whose behavior
and sum are presented in Fig. 5. Two peaks of total transfer
are noticed in the plot. The first one, positive, is located at
y+ ≈ 5, and the second, negative, is located at y+ ≈ 12. They
are both dominated by the inter-plane transfer term. In region
I, in-plane transfer acts as a sink of energy and the inter-plane
term acts as a source, but this behavior is inverted in region II.
At Reτ = 1000, due to its broad log-law layer, the in- and interplane terms tend to zero in the center of the channel. While at

FIG. 6. Energy spectrum density at y+ ≈ 40: present results compared to DNS
data from Del Álamo and Jiménez,7 Del Álamo et al.,8 Hoyas and Jiménez,15
and Trofimova et al.35

Reτ = 180, as a consequence of the narrow log-law layer, the
inter-plane transfer contributes to a non-zero turbulent transfer
close to the channel centerline, this behavior was also noticed
by Bolotnov et al.2 In region IV, the in- and inter-plane transfer will be approximately balanced. It is important to point out
that the simulations were run with appropriate mesh resolution, time step, and averaging time. However, when it comes
to the post-processing, a reduced number of grid points are
considered in the wall normal direction since the number of
discretized points in the simulation grid would be unnecessary
to the developed analysis.
It is interesting to compare the energy spectrum density
at a fixed position from the wall (y+ ≈ 40) at several Reynolds
numbers (Fig. 6). Note that the spectral densities are normalized here using wall units. As shown in Fig. 6, the results at
higher wavenumbers (κ + ≥ 3 × 10−2 ) coincide. However, at
lower κ + , each result presents a different behavior depending
on the Reynolds number.
According to Marati et al.,18 since the inhomogeneity
present in near-wall turbulence creates energy fluxes in the
spatial domain that correspond to the spatial redistribution of
turbulent kinetic energy, it is worth analyzing the spatial variation of turbulent kinetic energy spectrum density at various
y+ locations (Fig. 7). The spectra are given for 8 wall-normal
positions extending from the wall to the channel center. A first
observation that can be established is the fact that the spectral band for Reτ = 1000 (5 × 10−4 ≥ κη ≥ 1) is wider than
that of Reτ = 180 (1 × 10−3 ≥ κη ≥ 1), where η is the Kolmogorov length scale.26 At a higher Reynolds number, at the
mid-channel region, the energy spectrum density matches the
−5/3 slope of the inertial subrange in the region 2 × 10−2 ≥
κη ≥ 2 × 10−1 , which can be taken as an indication of an
approach to local isotropy. On the other hand, closer to the
wall, the spectrum shape is more distributed along κη and is
less intense indicating the constriction of larger scales in this
region.
Figure 8 shows the in-plane and inter-plane dissipation
rate contributions to the total dissipation in the middle of the
channel depending on the wavenumber. In an isotropic and
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FIG. 7. Non-dimensional energy spectrum density E/(εν 5 )1/4 at various y+ locations at Reτ = 180 and 1000, respectively.

homogeneous turbulent flow,32 the total energy dissipation
rate spectrum density should match the 1/3 slope in the inertial subrange, that is, close to the mid-channel region. This
behavior is more evident at Reτ = 1000. It can also be noticed
that each term (in-plane and inter-plane) dominates the total
dissipation rate at a different range. The inter-plane is more
influential at small κη, i.e., κη ≤ 0.045 at Reτ = 180 and
κη ≤ 0.02 at Reτ = 1000, while the in-plane dissipation dominates at higher wavenumbers. The geometric symmetry at
the channel centerline would preclude any cross-plane transfer at the centerline itself. As the centerline is approached only
smaller scale in-plane motions can contribute to the energetic
dynamics.
A. Spectral density of source terms to the TKE

In Figs. 9–18, a comparison between Reτ = 180 and 1000
of the spectral density of the various source terms on the righthand side (RHS) of Eq. (12) as a function of κη is shown. The
terms are normalized according to Eq. (24).

The turbulence production spectral density [Eq. (14)] is
shown in Fig. 9. The significant influence of the increased
Reynolds number is evident. At Reτ = 1000, the range of
affected spectral scales increases with distance from the wall
relative to the Reτ = 180 flow. Nevertheless, in both cases
there is a shift in the location of the peak of energy production
toward larger scales (κη decreases) of motion with increasing
distance from the wall. This behavior comes from the fact that
close to the wall, the largest scales are spatially restricted. This
fact results in the observed shift in the production spectrum.
Associated with this shift is a significant increase in the peak
energy production level at the lower wavenumber range especially as the channel centerline is approached. At the higher
wavenumbers in close proximity to the wall, the energy production at both low and high Reynolds numbers is similar. This
suggests a relatively small change with the Reynolds number
in energy being supplied to the small scale motions near the
wall.
The in-plane dissipation rate spectral density [Eq. (15)]
is presented in Fig. 10. Similar to the spectral contribution

FIG. 8. Turbulent dissipation spectra in the middle of the channel at Reτ = 180 and 1000, respectively.
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FIG. 9. Turbulent production spectral density, P + , at various y+ locations at Reτ = 180 and 1000, respectively.

from production, there is a broadening of the affected spectral range with increasing distance from the wall. However,
unlike the spectral contribution from production, there is a
relatively minor shift in the κη location of peak intensity
values across the channel. From Fig. 9, there was a monotonic increase in peak intensity with wall distance across most
of the channel half-width. This behavior is not replicated with
the in-plane dissipation rate spectral density. For Reτ = 180,
the peak intensity levels decrease overall through the sublayer and the buffer layer regions. As y+ increases, the peak
intensity values increase with a shift to higher wavenumbers.
This trend is similar for the Reτ = 1000 case, although this
shift in peak intensity location is less evident. In this outer
layer region, the peak intensity levels and spectral locations
are the same at both Reτ . In the inner layer region, the peak
intensity levels of the in-plane dissipation rate are lower for
Reτ = 1000. This indicates that in this inner layer other contributors to the spectral energy budget significantly impact
the energy cascade process. It is interesting to note that,
at Re = 1000, we have very good separation between the

dissipation and production peaks, promoting a well-defined
inertial region.
The inter-plane dissipation rate spectral density [Eq. (16)]
is shown in Fig. 11. There is a decrease in peak intensity values for both Reynolds numbers through the wall region through
y+ ≤ 50. In the Reτ = 1000 case, two local peak intensities in the
inter-plane dissipation are observed. The results in Fig. 10 suggest no affect on the in-plane dissipation contribution, whereas,
for Reτ = 1000 they show that the wall-normal spatial variations inherent in the inter-plane dissipation are influenced.
In the region farther away from the wall, the intensity levels increase with a slight shift to higher wavenumbers. Most
notably, there is large spectral broadening at all y+ locations for
Reτ = 1000 which is skewed toward the lower wavenumbers.
Since these lower wavenumbers are associated with the larger
scale motions in the flow, the inter-plane dissipation rate has
a broader influence on both the physical and spectral scales
across the flow compared to the in-plane contribution.
Since a second peak of the inter-plane dissipation rate is
found in the close-to-wall region at Reτ = 1000, it is convenient

+ , at various y+ locations at Re = 180 and 1000, respectively.
FIG. 10. In-plane dissipation spectral density, εin
τ
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+ , at various y+ locations.
FIG. 11. Inter-plane dissipation spectral density, εin

to analyze more specifically its behavior within the viscous
sub-layer and in the initial region of the buffer layer. For this
purpose, Fig. 12 presents ε +out at various y+ locations restricted
to regions I and II. Two peaks are noticed in the vicinity of
the wall only at Reτ = 1000, indicating that this phenomenon
does not occur at low Reynolds numbers. In close proximity of the wall, both ejections and sweeps of fluid occur. This
action results in the production of energy at finer scales of
motion. At Reτ = 180, only one peak intensity is observed
at y+ = 4.8 due to the stronger influence of viscous effects at
this low Reynolds number (cf. Fig. 17). For both Reynolds
numbers, at low wavenumbers (κη < 4 × 10−2 ), ε +in intensity
increases for y+ values through y+ ≤ 2.5 and then decreases in
value with increasing distance from the wall. It seems likely
that at this close wall proximity location any change in spectral behavior would be affected by the diminished effect of
viscosity with the distance from the wall. An increase in the
energetics at a higher Reynolds number is consistent with this
thinking. The appearance of a double peak may simply be an

intermediate effect at this one Re (=1000) so that at higher
Re only one peak would be present and that would be at the
higher κη.
It is also interesting to discuss the ratio of production spectral density to total dissipation spectral density depending on
both y+ and κη. It is known that the ratio Pt+ /ε +tot,t is close to
1 in the log-layer and is approximately 1.8 in the area where
the peak of production occurs (Fig. 2). The objective here is
to understand which spectral modes dominate in each region.
The ratio P+ /ε + is presented in Fig. 13. In the viscous sublayer, the behavior is the same comparing the two Reynolds
numbers, and monotonic increases in the log and buffer layer
are found. As y+ increases, the intensity peak shifts toward
smaller wavenumber. It can be noticed that the dissipation is
more important than production at higher wavenumber and it
inverts as κη decreases.
Figure 14 shows the scaled in-plane non-linear transfer
spectral density [Eq. (17)]. For Reτ = 180, the transfer is
negative at lower wavenumber values and positive at higher

+ , at various y+ locations in the viscous sub-layer and in the initial region of the buffer layer at Re = 180
FIG. 12. Inter-plane dissipation spectral density, εout
τ
and 1000, respectively.
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FIG. 13. Ratio of production to total dissipation spectral density at various y+ locations at Reτ = 180 and 1000, respectively.

wavenumbers. This affirms the usual transfer of energy from
larger to smaller scales in the flow. There is a shift in the κη
location of both the maximum and minimum in-plane values with distance from the wall. The shift tends to larger
scales for wall distances through the buffer layer and to
smaller scales for the remainder of the channel half-width.
For κηTin+ < 0, peak intensity decreases for y+ values through
the buffer layer and then increase in value with increasing distance from the wall. For κηTin+ > 0, peak intensity increases
for y+ values through the buffer layer and then decrease in
value with increasing distance from the wall. This behavior is in accordance with the characteristic of this term to
transfer energy from the inertial subrange (generated by the
production term) into the high wavenumber range (dissipation
region).
In contrast to the Reτ = 180 case, the relevant spectral range covered by the scaled in-plane non-linear transfer
spectral density increases for Reτ = 1000. Additionally, in
the region where the energy is transferred from the larger

scales (κηTin+ < 0) the magnitude of the non-linear spectral
density is smaller than its Reτ = 180 counterpart. For the
higher wavenumber contributions (κηTin+ > 0), the relative
magnitudes of non-linear spectral density between Reynolds
numbers are similar. This spectral broadening is consistent
with the fact that, as the Reynolds number increases in the
wall-bounded flow, a wider range of spatial scales (structures)
is observed. While the κη locations of the maximum and
minimum non-linear spectral density distributions are generally consistent with the Reτ = 180 locations, a shift to lower
wavenumbers is observed for the spectral density distributions near the channel centerline. This implies the presence of
larger scale motions in the bulk flow relative to the lower Reτ
case.
As with the spectral dissipation rate, there is an additional contribution to the non-linear transfer spectral density
that accounts for the inter-(spatial) plane non-linear transfer
spectral density. When combined with the in-plane results,
the total effect of this non-linear transfer term on the flow

FIG. 14. In-plane non-linear transfer spectral density, κηTin+ , at various y+ locations at Reτ = 180 and 1000, respectively.
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+ , at various y+ locations at Re = 180 and 1000, respectively.
FIG. 15. Inter-plane non-linear transfer spectral density, κηTout
τ

can be assessed. The inter-plane non-linear transfer term
[Eq. (18)] is presented in Fig. 15. Both the inter- and in-plane
non-linear turbulent transports have very little influence until
κη ≈ 2 × 10−2 (cf. Figs. 14 and 15).
For both Reynolds numbers, the spectral distributions
adjacent to the wall show that there is a transfer of energy into a
broad range of scales. In addition, at y+ ≈ 10, an inverse energy
cascade from intermediate to large spectral scales appears. In
the buffer layer region y+ ≈ 20, the inter-plane non-linear transfer term acts to transfer energy out of these intermediate scales.
Farther away from the wall, another inverse cascade appears,
but with slightly different characteristics depending on Reτ . At
the lower Reynolds number, the intensity level of the energy
transfer from the lower wavenumbers is less intense than the
level of the increase of energy at the higher wavenumbers. At
the higher Reynolds number, the difference in intensity levels
is not as great and the energy transfer from the larger scales
extends over a wider wavenumber range. As the mid-channel
is approached, a net transfer of energy to a broad range of
scales is found.

Similar to the spectral dissipation rate, the total non-linear
transfer spectral density is composed of its in- and inter-plane
contributions. When both results are combined, the total effect
of the non-linear transfer term on the flow can be analyzed. The
+
+
total non-linear term, Ttot
= Tin+ + Tout
, is presented in Fig. 16.
The inverse cascade energy flux is noticed in the near-to-wall
region at both Reynolds numbers, for which, at the intermediate wavenumber range (κη ≤ 0.1), the total non-linear transfer
acts as a source of energy, injecting energy coming from higher
wavenumber. The inverse cascade comes from the combination of in- and inter-plane terms, for which, at y+ = 4.8, κηTin
acts as a sink of energy and κηTout acts as a source. In regions
II–IV, the total non-linear transfer tends to transfer energy from
larger to smaller scales.
Figure 17 shows the distribution of the viscous diffusion spectral density [Eq. (19)]. For Reτ = 180, adjacent to
the wall and in the bulk flow, the diffusion spectral density
acts primarily as a source of energy over a broad spectrum
of scales. However, over the intermediate distances, the diffusion alternates between sink/source contributors covering

+ , at various y+ locations at Re = 180 and 1000, respectively.
FIG. 16. Total non-linear transfer spectral density, κηTtot
τ
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FIG. 17. Viscous diffusion spectral density, Dν+ , at various y+ locations at Reτ = 180 and 1000, respectively.

FIG. 18. Pressure diffusion spectral density, D+P , at various y+ locations at Reτ = 180 and 1000, respectively.

a broad spectrum of scales. For Reτ = 1000, the trends are
less obvious. Adjacent to the wall and in the bulk region of
the channel, the viscous spectral density acts as a source of
energy over a broad spectrum of scales. Intermediate to these
regions, the effect of the sink/source variations is less clear.
These results are in contrast to the energy budget in physical
space shown in Fig. 3, in which the contribution of the viscous
diffusion across the channel is clear. This term is responsible
for an energy exchange, where the energy is distributed practically to the whole wavenumber spectrum. Possibly, higher
order reconstruction of the second derivative spectral function
is required to develop a more precise representation of this
term.
Figure 18 shows the pressure diffusion spectral density
[Eq. (20)]. For y+ ≤ 10 in the lower Reynolds number flow,
the pressure diffusion acts as an energy source, whereas, as
the mid-channel is approached, the term acts as a sink across
the affected scales. In the intermediate spatial flow regions,
there are spectral oscillations resulting in sink and source contributions. At the higher Reynolds number, the behavior of the

pressure diffusion as a source term for y+ ≤ 10 is similar to
the low Reynolds number case. Additionally, in the bulk flow
near the mid-channel, the effect reverses and the term acts as a
sink. At intermediate distances from the wall, there is a migration from source to sink energy contribution with wall distance
and also characterized by a spectral sink/source variation with
wavenumber.
B. TKE budget in the spatial domain
by wavenumber bands

In this section, we show the various source terms in
Eq. (12) as a function of the wall distance, y+ , at several
wavenumber bands, termed here bins. These terms are locally
normalized according to Eq. (29). Following the approach by
Bolotnov et al.,2 the bin size and its distribution are shown in
Fig. 19, for which the turbulent kinetic energy spectral density
is illustrated at y+ ≈ 40. A total of 28 bins are defined, but for
simplification, only 8 bins are plotted, which are highlighted
in Figs. 20–27.
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FIG. 19. Wavenumber bin distribution at y+ ≈ 40 and numeration plotted in Figs. 20–27 at Reτ = 180 and 1000, respectively.

FIG. 20. Band distribution for turbulent kinetic energy of various wavenumber bins, Km+ , vs. distance to the wall, y+ .

FIG. 21. Band distribution for turbulent production for various wavenumber bins, P+m , vs. distance to the wall, y+ , at Reτ = 180 and 1000, respectively.
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+ , vs. distance to the wall, y+ , at Re = 180 and 1000, respectively.
FIG. 22. Band distribution for in-plane turbulent dissipation for various wavenumber bins, εin,m
τ

Figure 20 shows the distribution of the turbulent kinetic
energy. For both Reynolds numbers, the peaks of turbulent
kinetic energy are located in the same region (y+ ≈ 10) and at
the same spectral band (bin m = 6). For the Reτ = 180 flow, the
energy bins m = [1, 5] result in both an increase in turbulent
kinetic energy and a shift in spatial location of peak energy
within region II. Consistent with the trends shown in Fig. 19,
bins m = 6 and 8 contribute decreasing amounts of energy with
increasing wavenumber. At Reτ = 1000, the spectral contributions are complicated by the emergence of a second peak in
energy input from bins m = [1, 3] affecting the outer layer
(region IV) of the channel. As Fig. 19 shows, these bins contain significant energy, although at lower wavenumbers (larger
scales) than contributions relevant to the region of maximum
turbulent kinetic energy (region II). Due to the broader inertial
range shown for the high Reynolds number case in Fig. 19,
bins m = [4, 6] result in both the increase in energy in region
II and the shift in the spatial location of peak turbulent energy.

Energy input from bins m = 7 and 8 continues but at a lower
level consistent with their spectral energy content.
The turbulent production contribution to the energy budget [Eq. (12)] is shown in Fig. 21. Although there is very
little change in spatial distribution with the Reynolds number, a difference in energy content is found at the peak level of
production. At the lower Reynolds number, there is an equal
contribution from bins m = 6 and 7 to the energy production
with the contribution from bin m = 7 (higher wavenumber
band) resulting in a slight shift toward the wall in the peak
production location. By contrast, at the higher Reτ , the energy
contribution from bin m = 6 is less intense than that from
bin m = 7 with the peak production location remaining the
same as in the lower Reτ flow. Even though the energy content in the spectral band of bin m = 7 is larger for Reτ = 180
than Reτ = 1000, the peak of energy production is larger in the
higher Reynolds number flow. Even in a higher Reynolds number, the peak of production is still located in the buffer layer,

+
FIG. 23. Band distribution for inter-plane turbulent dissipation for various wavenumber bins, εout,m
, vs. distance to the wall, y+ , at Reτ = 180 and 1000,
respectively.
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+ , vs. distance to the wall, y+ , at Re = 180 and 1000, respectively.
FIG. 24. Band distribution for in-plane non-linear transfer for various wavenumber bins, Tin,m
τ

where TKE is created and then transferred to the center of the
channel.
Figure 22 shows the in-plane turbulent dissipation band
distribution. The most relevant spectral band contributions
come from bins m = [5, 8] and, once again, peak intensity values occur near y+ ≈ 12, consistent with the results in Figs. 15
and 16. The main difference between Reynolds number distributions lies in the relative contributions from bins m = 7 and 8.
In the Reτ = 180 case, bin m = 7 is the primary contributor to
peak dissipation intensity, whereas, for the Reτ = 1000 case,
both bins m = 7 and 8 provide relatively equal contributions
albeit at a slight shift in peak intensity location.
The remaining contribution to the energy dissipation is the
inter-plane dissipation rate component. As shown in Fig. 23,
this component acts as an overall drain of energy throughout primary regions I–III. Unlike the in-plane component,
the inter-plane component is composed of spectral band contributions spanning all the selected bins. For both Reynolds
numbers, there is a monotonic increase in inter-plane intensity
distribution across the channel with increasing wavenumber

band (bins m = [1, 5]). The largest contribution to the interplane intensity comes from bin m = 6, with subsequent higher
wavenumber bins (bins m = 7 and 5). Since this term comes
from the mean velocity gradients close to the wall, it shows
decreasing intensity distributions across the channel, where
the velocity gradient decreases. Unlike the in-plane distributions, whose maxima were in region II, all the maximum
values in the inter-plane distributions occurred at the channel
wall. The larger inter-plane intensity values relative to the inplane contributions show that the spatial inhomogeneity in the
wall-normal direction induces a much stronger energetic sink
(across a broad spectrum of scales) than the in-plane spectral
interaction.
The in-plane (Fig. 24) and inter-plane (Fig. 25), non-linear
contributions are characterized by both a spectral band and
a cross-channel energy transfer. For the in-plane non-linear
transfer at Reτ = 180, low wavenumber energy bands (bins
m = [1, 3]) make minimal contribution. Contributions from
spectral bands bins m = 4, 5, and (primarily) 6 affect
broad regions of the flow through large-to small-scale energy

+ , vs. distance to the wall, y+ , at Re = 180 and 1000, respectively.
FIG. 25. Band distribution for inter-plane non-linear transfer for various wavenumber bins, Tout,m
τ
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+ , vs. distance to the wall, y+ , at Re = 180 and 1000, respectively.
FIG. 26. Band distribution for turbulent viscous diffusion for various wavenumber bins, Dν,m
τ

transfers acting as an overall sink in the energy budget. Across
the buffer layer (region II), the contribution from the spectral
band in bin m = 7 acts as both a sink and a source of energy.
The crossover location appears to be above the production
peak location at y+ ≈ 16. At the highest wavenumber band, bin
m = 8, the non-linear term becomes an energy source over
most of the outer layer, although, in a small spatial length in
the lower buffer layer it acts as a sink. For the highest Reynolds
number flow, Reτ = 1000, the qualitative features of the spectral distributions are similar; however, the lower wavenumber
contributions from bins m = 3 and 4 become evident. Also, the
higher wavenumber contributions from bins m = [5, 8] penetrate closer to the wall and act as an energy sink to the smaller
scale motions.
For the inter-plane non-linear transfer, Fig. 25, there is a
spatial flux of energy toward the channel wall across a broad
range of spectral scales (bins m = [1, 4]). For the higher spectral bands (bins m = [5, 8]), the spatial flux of energy shifts
toward the bulk part of the flow. In addition to being dependent on the spectral band, this shift is also dependent on the

distance from the wall. These qualitative features are similar
for both Reynolds numbers, although differences in the magnitude and maximum intensity (spatial) location occur between
Reτ = 180 and Reτ = 1000. The inter-plane non-linear transfer is responsible for an energy transfer from the buffer
layer, where production holds its peak, adjacent regions.
This energy flux results in an inverse cascade as noticed in
Fig. 15.
The turbulent viscous diffusion contribution is shown in
Fig. 26. Once again, there are little qualitative differences
between Reynolds numbers. For both flows, the entire spectral band acts as a source of energy in region I and as a sink in
region II, in other words, transferring energy from the buffer
layer to the viscous sublayer. Quantitative differences in magnitude and maximum intensity location appear between flows,
but each shows an intense source of energy near the wall with
a weaker energy sink in the buffer layer. As it was noticed
in Fig. 17, it may be noticed an inversion in the behavior of
the viscous diffusion as it approaches the mid-channel region,
switching from an energy source to a sink. This inversion is

FIG. 27. Band distribution for pressure diffusion for various wavenumber bins, D+P,m , vs. distance to the wall, y+ , at Reτ = 180 and 1000, respectively.
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found to be closer to the wall at Reτ = 1000 than at Reτ = 180.
This fact indicates that this term is responsible for an energy
transfer in the physical domain rather than a scale-to-scale
diffusion.
The pressure diffusion contribution is shown in Fig. 27.
Although the pressure diffusion is small when compared to the
other terms (see Fig. 3), it contributes to the energy transfer
from the mid-channel region to the close-to-the-wall region,
removing turbulent kinetic energy from the homogeneous and
injecting in the inhomogeneous region. This transfer behavior occurs more significantly at larger wavenumbers (bins
m = [5, 8]). At lower wavenumber (bins m = [1, 4]), since
the average pressure term is homogeneous along the normalto-wall direction, it presents a less pronounced dynamic to
the spectral budget (see Fig. 18) and it becomes negligible.
Two energy injection peaks are noticed, the higher one in the
viscous sublayer (region I) and the second at the logarithmic
layer (region III). In the center of the channel, the transfer is
negligible. The Reynolds number influence on the pressure
diffusion occurs mainly in the close-to-wall region (region I),
with an increasing peak intensity when the Reynolds number is
increased.
V. SUMMARY

The analysis of the dynamics of fully developed turbulent
flows in channels has long been the subject of study, initially through physical experiments to ensure sufficiently high
Reynolds numbers reflective of engineering relevant flows and
more recently through numerical simulations to facilitate the
detailed analysis of the underlying energetic dynamics. The
inherent coupling between the inhomogeneity of the turbulence in the direction of mean shear and the homogeneity in
planes perpendicular to the shear readily lends itself to an
analysis of some basic underlying characteristic features of
the turbulence itself, that is, homogeneity, inhomogeneity, and
anisotropy.
The results from the numerical simulations of turbulent
channel flows have been important contributors to the development and validation of Reynolds-averaged model prediction
tools through the analysis of single-point velocity (and/or
scalar flux) correlations. More recently, analyses have been
extended to two-point velocity correlations and structure functions using mathematical formalisms originating with Kolmogorov17 and further exploited since Refs. 5, 18, and 21.
From numerical results at low Reynolds numbers, the physical
space structure function correlations have been used to develop
a detailed picture of the dynamic exchange among energetic scales of motion. However, single-point analyses were
important to the successful development of the ReynoldsAveraged Navier-Stokes (RANS) prediction tools, such structure function studies also have relevance to the sub-grid scale
(SGS) modeling required for large eddy simulation, hybrid
RANS/LES methods, and other multi-scale methods.
In this study, a fully spectral approach has been followed
that isolates the effect of the mean shear inhomogeneity and
the planar homogeneity characteristic of the fully developed
channel flow as well as offering a comparative analysis of
results at Reτ = 180 and Reτ = 1000, respectively. A validation
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of the methodology has also been performed with a comparison with results from a previous study2 at a low Reynolds
number. The transport equation for the energy spectral density
has been derived and partitioned into terms representing the
in-plane (homogeneous direction) and inter-plane (inhomogeneous direction) energetic transfer. The energetic scale transfer
has been analyzed as a function of wavenumber at various locations across the channel. The results showed that the spectral
range of the relevant energetic dynamics for the Reτ = 180 case
was narrower than the corresponding range for the Reτ = 1000
case. Among the results, a spectral broadening at the higher
Reynolds number due to an increase in the lower wavenumber
scales was shown. This increase was found to primarily affect
the bulk region of the flow for the majority of energetic budget
terms. Also presented was an analysis of the energetic scale
transfer as a function of wall distance at different wavenumber
bands. These results showed that the primary contributions to
the energetic dynamics across the channel were due to spectral
scales in the inertial range and higher. Near the wall, the spectral content of the budget terms varied little between Reynolds
numbers. Away from the wall, in the buffer layer and into the
bulk layer, more variation in energy band contributions was
found.
In addition to the insights into the energetic dynamics
provided by this spectral budget study, the results obtained
here are relevant to the improved development of SGS models for use in multi-scale methods including both LES and
hybrid RANS/LES. Demands on multi-scale methods, such as
LES and hybrid RANS-LES, to yield flow field solutions to
ever increasing complex flows are increasing. While increased
temporal and spatial resolution will inherently improve the
solution accuracy, the associated increased costs severely curtail the feasibility of using such methodologies. As with all
turbulent solution methodologies requiring some form of modeling, it is the quality of the models to accurately replicate the
effects of the unresolved motions that correlate with the overall
flow field solution. For LES and hybrid methods, this means
that the effects of the unresolved and/or subfilter scale motions
need to be accurately replicated. It has long been known that
the backscatter 24 plays a pivotal role in the energetic dynamics. A detailed knowledge of the influence of inhomogeneity and anisotropy as well as the influence of the Reynolds
number on the spectral behavior can significantly improve
the predictability of the functional modeling of the subgrid
and subfilter scales (see Ref. 29). For instance, Chaouat and
Schiestel,3 by using the spectral transfer concept, proposed
a new large eddy simulation model, where the energy transfers for the subgrid turbulent TKE were tracked. Cimarelli
and De Angelis4 studied how a new subgrid-scale modeling approach could be enhanced by new physical concepts
based on the multi-dimensional feature of energy transfer.
On the side of RANS models, DNS is able to provide very
detailed data in order to estimate the quality of different turbulence modeling approaches. For instance, as pointed out by
Bolotnov et al.,1 the understanding of the spectral and spatial
turbulent kinetic energy transfer can help the modeling of the
energy transfers between liquid eddies of different sizes and
the energy exchanges between dispersed bubbles and liquid
eddies.
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Increasing computational capabilities (speed/memory)
are motivating factors in the improvement of numerical resolution and the ability to compute increasingly higher Reynolds
number flows. Although the focus here has been on the velocity correlations and the corresponding spectral field, similar
analyses can be conducted for turbulent scalar flux correlations or more complex fluids, such as generalized-Newtonian
and viscoelastic fluids. In these cases, the fluid imparts onto
the turbulent flow an additional contributor to compose the
energetic dynamic balance.
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APPENDIX: RESULTS VALIDATION

In this section, the validation of the energy transfer at
Reτ = 180 is presented. Validation is made by comparing
the results of the present paper with data from the study by
Bolotnov et al.2 (Reτ = 178.12). Figure 28 shows the comparison between the bin distributions and numerations used in
the present study and the study by Bolotnov et al.2 The bin
structure in the present study seeks to be similar to the previous study by Bolotnov et al.2 in order to facilitate and enable
comparative analyses between this and the previous work.
Figures 29–32 show the comparison between the contour
levels of turbulent kinetic energy, turbulent production, and

FIG. 28. Comparison of the wavenumber bin distribution and numeration between the present paper and the one by Bolotnov et al.2

FIG. 29. Comparison of turbulent kinetic energy contour levels at Reτ = 180 between the present work and the study by Bolotnov et al.,2 respectively.
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FIG. 30. Comparison of turbulent production contour levels at Reτ = 180 between the present work and the study by Bolotnov et al.,2 respectively.

FIG. 31. Comparison of in-plane turbulent dissipation contour levels at Reτ = 180 between the present work and the study by Bolotnov et al.,2 respectively.

in-plane and inter-plane turbulent dissipation rate, respectively. These comparisons show that the current results match
with those of Bolotnov et al. in terms of magnitude and global
shape.2

Figures 33–39 show the comparison of the various source
terms from Eq. (12) integrated in bin regions as a function of
wall distance y+ at several wavenumber bins [the normalization
used is given in Eq. (29)].

FIG. 32. Comparison of inter-plane turbulent dissipation contour levels at Reτ = 180 between the present work and the study by Bolotnov et al.,2 respectively.
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FIG. 33. Band distribution of turbulent kinetic energy of various wavenumber bins, Km+ , vs. distance to the wall between the present work and the study by
Bolotnov et al.,2 respectively.

FIG. 34. Turbulent production spectral band distribution vs. distance to the wall between the present work and the study by Bolotnov et al.,2 respectively.

FIG. 35. In-plane turbulent dissipation spectral band distribution vs. distance to the wall between the present work and the study by Bolotnov et al.,2 respectively.
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FIG. 36. Inter-plane turbulent dissipation spectral band distribution vs. distance to the wall between the present work and the study by Bolotnov et al.,2
respectively.

FIG. 37. Turbulent viscous diffusion spectral band distribution vs. distance to the wall between the present work and the study by Bolotnov et al.,2 respectively.

FIG. 38. In-plane non-linear transfer term spectral band distribution vs. distance to the wall between the present work and the study by Bolotnov et al.,2
respectively.
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FIG. 39. Inter-plane non-linear transfer term spectral band distribution vs. distance to the wall between the present work and the study by Bolotnov et al.,2
respectively.

The present results have been found to be in good
agreement with those of the study by Bolotnov et al.2
The qualitative comparison presented in Figs. 29–32 reveals
that the shapes of the energy distribution match with those
of Bolotnov et al.2 with respect to the source and sink
peak positions. Besides that, the global shapes are similar.
The only exception is the inter-plane dissipation (Fig. 32),
for which even if the peaks are in the same location and
have similar magnitude, there is a slight difference in the
energy distribution at small κ + and in the center of the
channel.
For the quantitative results showing the behavior of the
spectral band energy distribution of each term for different
bins depending on the distance to the wall (Figs. 33–39), it
can be noticed that the present results are consistent with those
of Bolotnov et al.2 with respect to peak locations and magnitudes. The behavior of each source term varying with y+ also
corroborates the results of Bolotnov et al.2
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